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CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS AS BADGES OF SLAVERY

Alexander Tsesis*

ABSTRACT

This Article develops a Thirteenth Amendment theory supporting the removal of Confederate symbols from government properties. It argues that such monuments to the Lost Cause are badges of slavery that should have no place in public squares.

The Article discusses how white supremacist groups, such as those who participated in the 2017 Unite the Right March in Charlottesville, effectively draw together around monuments honoring leaders and soldiers who fought for the cause of slavery. Relying on the Thirteenth Amendment’s principles of freedom, States and municipalities can and should eliminate those monuments from their properties. Such policy initiatives communicate the government’s disapproval of secession’s racist premises and advance the nation’s commitment to equal liberty untainted by the Confederacy’s peculiar institution.
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INTRODUCTION

One and a half centuries after the guns of Civil War ceased to spew their deadly lead, monuments throughout the South continue to stand as badges of a rebellion undertaken to preserve the South’s peculiar institution. Despite the Thirteenth Amendment’s ban against the badges of slavery or involuntary servitude,² States have thrown up roadblocks against the removal of Confederate monuments in cities such as Atlanta, Georgia; Birmingham, Alabama; and Memphis, Tennessee.³ In some locations, as at Stone Mountain in Georgia, removal is complicated by the enormous size of the commemorative relief.⁴ These monuments memorialize the achievements of military prowess brandished in support of slavery. They are not solely historical markers nor burial obelisks but symbols of racist heritage.

Several States glorify Confederate soldiers’ heroism by statutorily protecting statues and obelisks erected to honor them,⁵ without condemning slavery for which they fought or praising the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment through which the nation abolished slavery. A number of cities have sought to remove Confederate monuments against States’ policies. After the City of Birmingham erected a plywood barrier to disguise a monument to the memory of Confederate sailors and soldiers, the Alabama Attorney General brought a lawsuit for the barrier’s removal.⁶ He brought the case under the Alabama Memorial Preservation Act, which prohibits removal of any monument that has been located in a public place for forty or more years.⁷ The trial court held that “[j]ust as the state could not force any particular citizen to post a pro-Confederacy sign in his or her front lawn, so too can the state not commandeering the city’s property for the state’s preferred message.”⁸ The Alabama Supreme Court ruled against the city of Birmingham, however, and found that it had

---

⁷ Ala. Code § 41-9-232 (2019). The waiver for removing the statue does not apply to the older Confederate statues. Id.; see id. § 41-9-235.
no free speech right.9 In Memphis, to avoid complying with the State Heritage Protection Act,10 the City Council approved the sale of parks to a nonprofit organization that vowed to remove confederate symbols,11 rather than abiding by a Tennessee law protecting them.12 And, in North Carolina, protestors took vigilante action on the Chapel Hill campus to topple a Silent Sam statue.13 This property destruction cost the Board of Governors of the University of North Carolina system and the University of North Carolina $2.5 million paid in a pre-trial settlement to the Sons of the Confederate Veterans.14 More organized removals occurred in Winston-Salem and Pittsboro, North Carolina.15 That state’s monument law remains in force, however, preventing removal of Confederate monuments on North Carolina state grounds.16 The lack of uniformity is empowering, but it also leaves legal uncertainty of how cities should approach the problem in the future.

The free speech claims that failed in Birmingham were also not determinative in a circuit court in Charlottesville, Virginia, the location of a 2017 violent, white supremacist protest.17 Indeed, one writer has rightly said that, “[u]nder current doctrine, a city qua city cannot readily invoke the First Amendment to protect its decision to remove Confederate monuments, nor can it readily assert a collective constitutional or civil right to be free from fear and intimidation.”18 After the Charlottesville riots, the trial judge for the Circuit Court of the City of Charlottesville found that the state law19 did not infringe on the city’s expression nor did it commandeer municipal alderman.20

The Thirteenth Amendment provides an alternative legal instrument for city autonomy against the continued glorification of Confederate symbols, which are arguably the badges of slavery. In the words of the Mayor of Birmingham, a monument to the Confederacy is “a monument to segregation. It’s a monument to human bondage. It’s a monument to sedition and the breakup of the United States of America.”21

---

10 Tennessee Heritage Protection Act of 2013, TENN. CODE ANN. § 4-1-412 (West 2019).
17 See infra Parts I–II.
19 VA. CODE ANN. § 15.2-1812 (West 2019).
20 See infra Section III.A.
BADGES OF SLAVERY

I do not mean to say that the Thirteenth Amendment is the only appropriate approach to the removal of Confederate monuments. In addition to the use of the First Amendment claim, Micah Schwartzman and Nelson Tebbe have rightly asserted that Confederate monuments "communicate a message of racial inferiority." The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment gives cities power to choose to remove them without state interference. Yet, even here, whether courts would adopt such an approach to equal protection jurisprudence is doubtful. An alternative strategy, taken up by this Article, is grounded on the Thirteenth Amendment. This additional option is bound to enrich municipalities’ strategies for removing Confederate symbols from publicly owned properties. The Thirteenth Amendment prohibition against the badges of slavery historically and normatively grounds efforts to remove Confederate symbols from government properties.

This Article examines how municipalities can undertake a neo-abolitionist defense against state encroachment into decisions to take down Confederate monuments. It evaluates an affirmative defense that municipalities can assert based on ideals of national freedom following Reconstruction. The Thirteenth Amendment, the Article argues, provides an affirmative defense against state efforts to legitimize Confederate monuments and the badges of slavery they represent. It relies on a case study from Charlottesville, Virginia to illustrate how supremacist groups continue to unite around those symbols of white supremacism.

As its case study, the Article examines the Unite the Right rally, a supremacist rally that had been organized around the issue of Confederate monuments, left one dead. After providing the background of the rally and demonstrating the symbolic effect Confederate monuments had on the 2017 events in Charlottesville, Virginia, the Article evaluates the relevance of the Thirteenth Amendment to the removal of confederate monuments. Finally, it suggests that a municipality can claim a property right to remove Confederate monuments from public places because they are badges of slavery.

I. UNITE THE RIGHT RALLY OF 2017 AND CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS

The August 11–12, 2017 Unite the Right march drew about five to six hundred participants to Charlottesville, Virginia in opposition to the removal of a statue of

23 See id.
24 See Yishai Blank, City Speech, 54 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 365, 370 (2019) ("As part of the ongoing battle over Confederate monuments, many southern states have prohibited municipalities from removing their Confederate monuments, thus depriving cities of the ability to express their disdain for the message that those monuments send.").
Confederate General Robert E. Lee. Jason Kessler organized the rally, which was attended by high profile white supremacists, including Michael Hill and David Duke. The rally was scheduled to follow a KKK event, which had been held one month before in the same park to protest the City’s decision to remove the monument to one of the Confederacy’s best known and most competent generals. Lee added his military prowess defending the Confederate Constitution of 1861, containing clauses that provided for the perpetuation of “the institution of negro slavery.” He was a U.S. Army General, commissioned at West Point, who chose the rebellion of the States, unlike Ulysses S. Grant and others who fought on the Union side. White supremacists rallied around an icon of their unity. The Lee statue had been erected during the Jim Crow era of segregation, at a time when glorification of the Lost Cause was popular in States of the old confederacy. The rally gathered at the monument to express support for slavery and segregation. The Mayor of New Orleans, Mitch Landrieu, pointed out that Confederate statues are not merely aesthetic. They are, rather, “monuments [that] celebrate a fictional, sanitized Confederacy—ignoring the death, ignoring the enslavement, ignoring the terror that it actually stood for.”

Supremacists who alighted on Charlottesville in 2017 were not naïve about the significance of the monument. For them, the Lee statue and other Confederate symbols are “potent political symbols to those who wish to maintain white supremacy.” The stated purpose of supremacist groups is to regain control of America, a country they believe was founded by and for white people. The rally, just as the statue of Robert E. Lee, signaled a desire for a hegemonic country.


28 CONFEDERATE CONST., art. IV, § 2, cl. 1; id. l, § 9, cl. 4; id. at art. IV, § 2, cl. 3; see also ALEXANDER TSE SIS, THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT AND AMERICAN FREEDOM 140-41 (2004).


32 Id.

33 LISA BLEE & JEAN M. O’BRIEN, MONUMENTAL MOBILITY 208 (2019).

34 'The Fight for the White Race,' supra note 26.
committed to racial purity.\(^\text{35}\)

Members from a variety of organizations alighted on the college town, including Ku Klux Klan, neo-Nazis, Proud Boys, Vanguard America, and Identity Evropa.\(^\text{36}\) Among them was former KKK Grand Wizard David Duke and alt-right leader Richard Spencer.\(^\text{37}\) The chants of participants gave vent to the protestors’ mindset. At the August 11 rally, the group made clear its belief that Jews are the crucial outsider to eliminate from American society.\(^\text{38}\) One banner proudly asserted, "Jews are Satan’s children."\(^\text{39}\) Many of the participants intermixed support for the Confederacy with sympathies for Nazis and the Holocaust. They wore shirts depicting Adolf Hitler and his quotes and displaying other Nazi symbols.\(^\text{40}\) David Duke told the crowd that Jews control the news media, the Federal Reserve, and American politics.\(^\text{41}\) Another white supremacist at the rally, James Field, Jr., who eventually plowed his vehicle into a crowd of counter protestors, idolized Hitler and identified with a group committed to fighting "the international Jew."\(^\text{42}\)

The vitriol of those gathered at the Unite the Right rally revealed a grander mission. They hoped to ignite a race war against Jews, blacks, immigrants, and others they believed are "anti-white vermin."\(^\text{43}\) Those who gathered for the August 2017 rally joined forces around the Lee monument to voice a reverence for the Nazis, shouting slogans like, "[i]nto the ovens."\(^\text{44}\) This slogan extolled the history of Nazis throwing Jews, in some cases living people, into crematoria and burning pits.\(^\text{45}\) Those gathered before the Lee statue regaled symbols of slavery and anti-black discrimination. Many of the assembled groups are outspoken supporters for race wars.

The Lee monument provided a rallying point for supremacist organizations.\(^\text{46}\)
The statue was not merely a vestige of history but a living representation for a bygone era of white dominance over politics and culture. The devotion to Southern leaders is not limited to the general. Monument Boulevard, located in Richmond, Virginia, is a public space where leaders who took up arms to dismember the Union and prevent Northern intervention into chattel slavery continue to be glorified. As with other Confederate symbols, the Lee statue is an icon of racism. Participants of the Unite the Right rally demonstrated that the Confederacy remains a symbol of slavery and segregation. It is a symbol of opposition to national civil rights principles. In Charlottesville, it served as a backdrop for participants of the Unite the Right rally to intimidate and threaten those they considered to be enemies of white European culture.

II. EFFORTS TO REMOVE THE ROBERT E. LEE MONUMENT

Supremacist groups were determined to voice opposition to the City’s proposed removal or covering of the Robert E. Lee monument at the Market Street Park in Charlottesville. The atmosphere surrounding that symbol of the Confederacy had been charged even more before the planned rally on August 11–12, 2017. After reviewing the legal proceedings that led to the Unite the Right rally, Part III turns to what constitutional provision informs the topic.

During the course of the year preceding the march, Charlottesville City Council members investigated the possibility of removing the monument. On December 19, 2016, a Charlottesville committee on “race, memorials, and public spaces” issued a report to the City Council. After months of factfinding, public comments, and discussions, the committee found that the Lee statue depicted a perspective on the Civil War that lamented the fate of the Confederacy while ignoring the injustice of slavery, the centrality of slavery to the casus belli of the Civil War, and the contemporary persistency of white supremacy. In order to “promote freedom and equity,” committee members recommended removing the Lee statue and renaming the park to signal the city’s inclusiveness.

Then, in February 2017, the Charlottesville City Council voted 3-2 that the statue would be removed and relocated. Further discussions were to follow about how best to remove the monument. Then, in June, the Park was renamed from Lee Park to Emancipation Park and afterward, in July 2018, to its current name, simply Market Street Park. The main line of legal attack against the Defendant City focused on its
effort to remove the statue.

In March 2017, the Monument Fund, an organization committed to the preservation of Confederate war monuments and memorials, filed a lawsuit with the Charlottesville Circuit Court to block the City’s plan. The civil suit arose pursuant to a Virginia state statute that prohibited removal of monuments. The circuit court judge subsequently ruled that the statue is a war memorial and is therefore protected under the Virginia statute protecting Civil War monuments; Charlottesville was therefore powerless to take it down or cover it with plastic bagging. The judge felt compelled to add:

“While some people obviously see Lee and Jackson as symbols of white supremacy, others see them as brilliant military tacticians or complex leaders in a difficult time... and do not think of white supremacy at all and certainly do not believe in, accept, or agree with such,” Moore said. “In either event, the statues to them under the undisputed facts of this case still are monuments and memorials to them, as veterans of the Civil War.”

In this, the judge failed to understand that a message with a dual racist and military meaning continues to be an banner of racism and, as I will argue in Part III, a badge of slavery. That is, neither the military theme nor combat strategy erases the racist past that the symbols venerate. Generals Lee and Jackson led soldiers to prolong slavery, just as Nazi officers and soldiers participation in battles perpetuated the Holocaust.

The white supremacist action at Charlottesville began with a tiki light vigil on Friday, August 11, 2017. Around 250 white nationalists marched in a column shouting slogans that were antisemitic and xenophobic, “Jews will not replace us!” “Blood and soil!” “You will not replace us!” Scuffles broke out with roughly 30
counter-protestors engaging marchers on the University of Virginia campus.  

The supremacist groups had received a permit to gather on August 12 between noon and 5:00 p.m. Rallygoers and counter-protestors arrived by 8 a.m. and congregated around the Robert E. Lee monument in what was then still called Emancipation Park. There were persons on both sides carrying sticks, shields, and clubs. Fights broke out. At this point, now 11:22 a.m., the police broke the crowd up and prohibited the “unlawful assembly” from sparking into more violence.  

After the event, ten Charlottesville residents, who had allegedly been hurt at the rally, filed a lawsuit against event organizers for violating the Civil Rights Act of 1871. Plaintiffs claimed that the Defendants had “formed a conspiracy to commit the racial violence that led to the Plaintiffs’ varied injuries” in violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1985(3). A federal district court, in Sines v. Kessler, found plausible the allegation that Defendants were motivated by specific, invidious animus. Section 1985(3) is not, however, a standalone remedy for animus—the conspiracy must “deprive the plaintiff of the equal enjoyment of rights secured by the law to all.” But “Section 1985(3) provides no substantive rights itself; it merely provides a remedy for violation of the rights it designates.” In Sines, the court found that Plaintiffs had a plausible case to pursue under the Thirteenth Amendment to vindicate the “underlying right to be free from racial violence.” The district court relied on Griffin v. Breckenridge for the premise that “the Court held that Section 1985(3) reached a private conspiracy where white Mississippians allegedly stopped African-Americans on a public highway (mistaking them for civil rights workers), pulled them out of their car, and beat them.” The court in Sines concluded that “Plaintiffs have, for the most part, adequately alleged that Defendants formed a conspiracy to hurt black and Jewish individuals, and their supporters, because of their race at the August 11th and 12th events.” Thus, they impaired residents’ federal right to travel freely without fear of violent reprisal.

The Sines district court found that the Supreme Court determined Congress has independent authority to pass legislation pursuant to the Thirteenth Amendment. Its use of that authority to pass 42 U.S.C. § 1985(3) was rational and legitimate. That same reasoning should be extended to mark the general national obligation to pass laws prohibiting the continued use of Confederate symbolism in public places.
such as Market Street Park. In addition, the State of Virginia’s continued preservation of Confederate monuments against the Charlottesville City Council’s efforts to remove the Lee monument contradict the edict of the Thirteenth Amendment.

### III. CONFLICTS OVER REMOVAL AND THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT

The City of Charlottesville’s attempt to remove Confederate symbols and challenges to that determination provide lessons about how to proceed with similar cases in the future. The City sought to undo the redemptionist policies of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, which orchestrated a concerted effort to rehabilitate Confederate leaders and to unite under the banner of white supremacy. The monuments were meant to signal a certain permanence about the custom of white supremacy. The relevance of the matter extends far outside the borders of Virginia to the hundreds of Confederate statues that remain displayed in public places in the United States, almost all of them in the South.

#### A. Procedures in Charlottesville District Court

The City of Charlottesville sought to advance its policy of removing Confederate symbols from public sites by shrouding the Robert E. Lee and Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson statues. The shrouds also signaled mourning for Heather Heyer, whom one of the Unite the Right supremacists murdered with his vehicle. Covering the statues fully in dark black was also done in commemoration of two police officers who died separately in a helicopter crash while they were monitoring the Unite the Right rally from the air.

A group of thirteen private litigants filed suit in *Payne v. City of Charlottesville* with the Circuit Court of the City of Charlottesville under Section 15.2-1812 of the...
1950 Virginia Code. The statute prohibits the removal of memorials to the Civil War, euphemistically called "the War Between the States." Plaintiffs sought injunctive and declaratory relief for emotional harms suffered because the City passed a resolution on February 6, 2017 to remove the Robert E. Lee statue, around which the Unite the Right event was to take place. Damages were not available under the statute, but the judge awarded fees to Plaintiffs' counsel of over $300,000. The City had passed the resolution in recognition that, "public spaces and histories have ignored, silenced or suppressed African American history, as well as the legacy of white supremacy and the unimaginable harms done under that cause." At the time of the filing, the City had done no alteration, repair, or even preservation of the Lee monument; therefore, no true damage had been done to it.

The court dragged out the proceedings, with the Unite the Right rally occurring while it was still pending. Early in the case, the judge issued a permanent injunction prohibiting Charlottesville from removing the Lee and Jackson statues. The court held that both statues were war memorials under Virginia Code § 15.2-1812, and that the state law prohibited City officials from taking them down or covering them from public view. In an opinion fixated on the text of the state statute, the judge refused the relevance of Charlottesville’s explanation that the statue was a Confederate symbol the City could remove to avoid offense to its citizens.

The trial judge also perfunctorily ruled that no Equal Protection Clause defense

---

81 Referring to the Civil War as the War Between the States, the statute reads as follows:

If such [monuments or memorials] are erected, it shall be unlawful for the authorities of the locality, or any other person or persons, to disturb or interfere with any monuments or memorials so erected, or to prevent its citizens from taking proper measures and exercising proper means for the protection, preservation and care of same. For purposes of this section, "disturb or interfere with" includes removal of, damaging or defacing monuments or memorials, or, in the case of the War Between the States, the placement of Union markings or monuments on previously designated Confederate memorials or the placement of Confederate markers or monuments on previously designated Union memorials.

VA, CODE ANN. § 15.2-1812 (West 2019).
82 Complaint, supra note 80, at 10, 15–16.
84 Complaint, supra note 80, at Exhibit H.
85 Hammel, supra note 83.
86 Id.
was available to the City.\textsuperscript{89} Missing from the trial were considerations of whether Confederate symbols were badges of slavery and involuntary servitude. The constitutional posture of the case should be significant not only for the outcome of \textit{Payne v. City of Charlottesville}, but also for cities around the country seeking to formulate and enforce a policy for taking down Confederate monuments against state interventions.

\textbf{B. Symbolic Power of Confederate Monuments}

Confederate monuments serve to honor a history indubitably linked to slavery and involuntary servitude. Language and cultural symbolism delimit people’s parameters of thought and influence their attitudes, behaviors, and reactions.\textsuperscript{90} The depiction of Confederate horsemen speaks to those who hope the Old South will rise again and regain its supremacy.\textsuperscript{91} Modern supremacists in the Ku Klux Klan continue to cling to the desire for a bygone culture of racial dominance.\textsuperscript{92} This comes through with the zeal shown to the heroes of Southern slavery and nullification, such as John Calhoun and Jefferson Davis, whose statues adorn cities such as Charleston, South Carolina and Richmond, Virginia.\textsuperscript{93} The culture of the Confederacy, as the Rebels’ Constitution makes clear, involves commitment to slavery with all its suppression for equal human freedom.\textsuperscript{94} The monuments represent as heroic what was permeated with social and customary racism.\textsuperscript{95}

Cultural symbols provide a unifying theme to otherwise disparate political groups,\textsuperscript{96} as was the case at the Unite the Right March of 2017. Groups choose emblems, signs, flags, and badges that are rich in historical meaning. Confederate monuments are pregnant with political meaning that governments can embrace or


\textsuperscript{91} This hope for the slave culture of the past began to be voiced almost immediately after Appomattox. See, e.g., \textit{JOHN H. BELL, WESTERN SKIES: A NARRATIVE OF AMERICAN TRAVEL IN 1868} 5 (1870) (“The South will rise again and . . . regain[her] lost supremacy . . . .”); \textit{Ruins of the Rebellion}, BANGOR DAILY WHIG & COURIER (Bangor, Me.), Aug. 10, 1865, at 2 (asserting that the South can rise by former slaveholders gaining elected offices).


\textsuperscript{94} \textit{CONFEDERATE CONST.} of 1861 art. I, § 9, cl. 4.

\textsuperscript{95} \textit{See GEORGE EATON SIMPSON & J. MILTON YINGER, RACIAL & CULTURAL MINORITIES: AN ANALYSIS OF PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION} 64 (5th ed. 1985).

renounce. As other cultural symbols, they serve to rally followers to political causes with unmistakable messages of white supremacy and violent secession. Even when coupled with other meanings, Confederate monuments are calls to redeem the South of antebellum America. Those monuments have been erected to glorify the Old South. They communicate affinity to that bygone era, including its peculiar institutions, enslavements, oppressions, which the Thirteenth Amendment eradicated.97

IV. CONFEDERATE STATUTES AND THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT

The Robert E. Lee statue, whose proposed removal was the focus of the Unite the Right rally, provided the white supremacists who gathered both a physical and ideological symbol. It drew groups with nationalistic, supremacist, and Confederate sympathies.98 Confederate monuments are vestiges of the slavery. They represent a lost political and military cause, fought against the Union in an effort to retain a system of chattel property in humans.99 Monuments to Confederate heroes sprung up in the immediate aftermath of Southern defeat. Erections of equestrian Robert E. Lee statues appeared as part of the Lost Cause movement in the 1880s and 1890s to resurrect the sectional pride that had been so deeply pierced by the Union Army’s victory.100 From the late nineteenth century, Confederate monuments became associated with white sectional reconciliation.101 The approach downplayed the suffering inflicted by the South’s defense of slavery.

Southerners erected Confederate monuments as part of broader campaigns to deny blacks equal liberty and to unite whites.102 The raising of Confederate monuments went hand-in-hand with the growth of Jim Crowism, black disenfranchisement, and the political separation of Southern blacks and whites.103 Thus, the Unite the Right rally organizers’ decision to gather around the Lee statue was part of a broader historical pattern of relying on Confederate symbols to maintain racial identity, southern heritage, and historic connections with the failed effort to secede from the Union. Monument building became a means of distorting history, of glorifying heroes of those States that seceded to preserve a civil, social, and political system that commodified human beings.104

98 See supra text accompanying notes 40-46.
101 Kirk Savage, The Politics of Memory: Black Emancipation and the Civil War Monument, in COMMEMORATIONS: THE POLITICS OF NATIONAL IDENTITY 127, 132 (John R. Gillis ed., 1994) (“Americans perceived this kind of monument building as part of a healthy process of sectional reconciliation—a process that everyone knew but no one said was for and between whites.”).
103 See Winberry, supra note 100, at 28.
What the South had been unable to do on the battlefield, to erect a permanent constitutional structure of oppression, it sought to achieve by raising statues heralding the military ability of their leaders. The white granite of the monuments symbolizing the purity of the Confederate cause, washed clean of its violent subjugation of humans and imposition of militancy. The placement of Confederate symbols, such as the Lee statue in Market Street Park, carries an emotional message, whose power is heightened by its public placement on government property, especially parks.\(^{105}\)

The Confederate veterans and dead that such monuments place on a figurative and literal pedestal fought for a pro-slavery and racist ideology that plunged the nation into Civil War. The aims of the Confederacy were not obscure: the Constitution of the Confederate States of America, unlike the United States Constitution, overtly protected “negro slaves.”\(^{106}\) The South fought for an unambiguous cause. The Confederate Constitution explicitly denied civil protections to persons of African descent.\(^{107}\) The Confederate Vice President, Alexander Stephens, asserted that the “cornerstone” of his government rested “upon the great truth that the negro is not equal to the white man; that slavery—subordination to the superior race—is his natural and normal condition.”\(^{108}\) Historical romanticism and denialism began almost immediately after the Civil War. By 1866, just one year after Appomattox, Edward Pollard, a celebrated American journalist and Confederate sympathizer, asserted that slavery was not the cause of the Civil War.\(^{109}\) Instead, he attributed the casus belli to the overreach of the federal government that the South had fought courageously and honorably.\(^{110}\) His account of the War was part of a cultural glorification for a cause advanced to render slavery inviolable. That view struck a chord with many and continues to drive historical revisionism to this day. To the contrary, as historian David Blight explains, “race was so deeply at the root of the war’s causes and consequences, and so powerful a source of division in American social psychology,” that it was “the antithesis of a culture of reconciliation.”\(^{111}\)

With all these connections to the ideals of the Lost Cause, it seems that Confederate statues, no matter whether they are designated as military monuments or heroic statues, are badges of slavery. They, therefore, fall under the Thirteenth Amendment. Only Congress is authorized to pass laws pursuant to that power. No State, Virginia or otherwise, can prohibit a city, such as Charlottesville, from removing a symbol of slavery and racial oppression. Removing public emblems to oppression is consistent with the values of the abolition Amendment. Where States

---

106 CONFEDERATE CONST. of 1861 art. I, § 9, cl. 4.
107 See id. (“No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law denying or impairing the right of property in negro slaves shall be passed.”).
110 EDWARD A. POLLARD, THE LOST CAUSE: A NEW SOUTHERN HISTORY OF THE WAR OF THE CONFEDERATES 750–52 (1866); see also BLIGHT, supra note 76, at 260; GATES, supra note 109, at 17–18.
111 BLIGHT, supra note 76, at 4.
prohibit cities from removing a Confederate symbol, they overextend authority in contravention of the national commitment in the Thirteenth Amendment to eliminate the badges of slavery.

V. MUNICIPAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT

Linking the Thirteenth Amendment to Confederate monuments gives rise to the question of whether the march on Charlottesville might have been avoided. Participants asserted that the Robert E. Lee monument was a rallying point reflecting their ideology that outgroups would not replace them. The City of Charlottesville had sought to eliminate that badge of slavery by shrouding or removing them, but the State of Virginia had prohibited them from doing so. Virginia officials relied on the State War Monument Act to preempt the City’s initiative. But Virginia had no power to make such a preemption. Federal law against statues is governed by Congress’s plenary power over the badges of slavery. In this case the badge of slavery is the Lee statue. The state of Virginia abused its state authority to prevent the City of Charlottesville from removing a symbol of slavery and involuntary servitude.

The Thirteenth Amendment left it to Congress to decide, as the Court held in Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co, “what are the badges and the incidents of slavery, and the authority to translate that determination into effective legislation.” That alteration to the Constitution augmented federal power at the expense of States’ antebellum authority over slavery and signs of its subjugation. The Amendment’s framers affixed the second clause to the Amendment as a federal legislative tool for battling state prejudices and giving practical effect to abolitionist ideals. Additionally, the Thirteenth Amendment admits to regulating private actions, such as carrying supremacist symbols at ethnocentric demonstrations that call for public intolerance, violence, and other racial oppressions. What the Fifth Circuit found amounted to “badge[s] of slavery” were “indicators, physical or otherwise, of African-Americans’ slave or subordinate status.” Confederate statues fall in that category, whether or not they are war memorials. Thus, Virginia lacked the authority to prohibit a municipality from exercising its decision to take down the Lee and Jackson statues from the City of Charlottesville. That lesson applies inside and outside the State’s border.

Any city sued under a state Confederate monument statute, as occurred in Payne v. City of Charlottesville, can assert an affirmative defense under 42 U.S.C. § 1982. That federal statute provides that, “[a]ll citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal

---

113 Id. at 429–30, 434.
115 United States v. Cannon, 750 F.3d 492, 501 (5th Cir. 2014).
116 See supra text accompanying notes 80–82.
property.\textsuperscript{117} Cities, too, can assert a right to alienate or destroy their own property permitted on a different provision, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the principal statute under which parties can assert an affirmative defense against state actors for violating federal law.\textsuperscript{118} Residents have a right to enjoy public parks unencumbered by badges of slavery, such as Confederate monuments. Cities, like Charlottesville, can therefore raise an affirmative defense, arguing that § 1983 gives residents of the City the right to enjoy public parks unadorned by badges of slavery in the form of Confederate monuments.\textsuperscript{119}

To prove its case, a municipality will likely need to show that the state’s intent of retaining the monuments was to glorify the Lost Cause. Confederate symbols even when used as expressions of southern heritage also communicate a message of sympathy for States that rebelled against the Union to better secure human chattel against perceived northern encroachments. There is good reason to believe that “stone warriors atop these monuments had [and continue to have] an aura of dignity and endurance.”\textsuperscript{120} This is especially the case with statues, sitting astride horses, adorned in Confederate, military regalia. States that adopt such monuments as expressions of the South’s just cause defend the Confederacy’s core institution, slavery. The notion that the South’s rebellion was exclusively or primarily about state rights and prerogatives is a debunked myth.\textsuperscript{121} In any litigation, the question for the jury should be whether display of monuments in public places, such as statues to Generals Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson, are components of state efforts to legitimate slavery and secession. If so, the Thirteenth Amendment is relevant to litigation for their removal. Cities can take down public statues whose design and purpose are to glorify the Confederacy and to create a false narrative about the principal cause of the Civil War. States are preempted by the Thirteenth Amendment from abusing authority to thwart cities’ efforts to take down monuments to the Confederacy and the slavery it embraced. A § 1983 affirmative defense is available to cities like Charlottesville who are hit with lawsuits for taking down or covering symbols of a glorious south, still committed to the institutions and customs of the Confederate government with its constitutional protection of black slavery.

CONCLUSION

The racist significance of Confederate symbols is not lost on supremacist groups. As in Charlottesville during the 2017 Unite the Right rally, monuments to the heroes

\textsuperscript{118} See id. § 1983.
\textsuperscript{119} Section 1982, like its § 1981 cousin, were both part of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, and both should be thought to be available against a state Confederate monument law through reliance on a § 1983 action. See Jett v. Dallas Indep. Sch. Dist., 491 U.S. 701, 731 (1989) (“We think the history of the 1866 Act and the 1871 Act recounted above indicates that Congress intended that the explicit remedial provisions of § 1983 be controlling in the context of damages actions brought against state actors alleging violation of the rights declared in § 1981.”).
\textsuperscript{120} GAINES M. FOSTER, GHOSTS OF THE CONFEDERACY 129 (1987).
of the Lost Cause continue to be rallying points for groups who seek to intimidate communities and to rally support for racist ideologies. They are not merely historical but in contemporary contexts symbolize recalcitrance against racial uplift and resonate with the nostalgia of white supremacy. Cities seeking to remove Confederate symbols can look to the Thirteenth Amendment as a source of affirmative defense against States seeking to bar their removal.

The democratic initiatives of cities like Birmingham and Charlottesville to take down symbols of the Confederacy have been thwarted by States that prohibit citizens from carrying out their popular will. States like Alabama and Virginia protect the badges of slavery and the Jim Crow culture that after the Civil War emerged in much of the South. Their removal should be the prerogative of city residents acting through their elected representatives or by popular referenda to eliminate state sanctioned symbols of oppressions and bondage.